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Abstract- Random number generator is a key primitive in 
cryptographic algorithms and applications. In this paper, we 
propose an architecture to implement a high-speed and high-
quality true random number generator, which can be used as 
FPGA-based cryptographic hardware cores. By implementing 
the proposed generator in Xilinx Vertex II Pro FPGA and 
testing the output random bit stream using NIST and Diehard 
random number test suites, we prove that the proposed 
generator can be implemented effectively in FPGA with very 
high output rate and strong randomness. 

Keywords – true random number generator (TRNG), field 
programmable gate array (FPGA), random number test.

I. INTRODUCTION

Random number generators are a vital ingredient in many 
cryptographic algorithms and systems, such as generation of 
keys in secret key cryptography and public key 
cryptography, generation of challenge or response in user 
authentication algorithm, and commercial  applications like 
lottery games and slot machines. The security of such 
systems highly relies on the quality of the random output 
produced by the generators. There are two types of random 
number generators, namely true random number generator 
(TRNG) and pseudorandom number generator (PRNG). 
TRNG generates random bits based on random physical
phenomenon or signal source, such as resistive noise, diode 
noise, jitter or phase noise [1], digital circuit artifacts, disk 
drive turbulence [2], and noise from A/D converters, radio 
receivers, radioactive decay and quantum mechanical
decisions [3], whereas PRNG expands a relatively short key 
(or seed) into a long sequence of random bits based on a 
deterministic algorithm such as Linear Feedback Shift 
Register (LFSR), Blum Blum Shub (BBS) and RC4. Since 
PRNG relies on an initial short key and a deterministic 
algorithm, its security cannot be comparable to TRNG. 

FPGA gains its popularity rapidly because it has 
advantages in performance, design time, power consumption, 
flexibility, cost or chip area over other systems based on 
microprocessor, DSP or VLSI. With a FPGA-based random 
number generation core, many cryptographic applications 
can be effectively implemented using FPGA. 

Over the decade, many TRNGs have been proposed. For
example, Tsoi and Leung [4] proposed a FPGA-based 
TRNG based on the oscillator phase noise. In their proposal, 
a high-quality random bit stream can be generated by 
sampling an accurate high-frequency clock using a ring 
oscillator formed by gates in the FPGA together with 
external resistors and capacitors. However, the maximum 
output date rate of the generator is only 4.7Kbps which is 

not high enough for many cryptographic applications. 
Besides, the TRNG can be easily tampered with because it 
has external components. 

In Epstein and Hars [5], a TRNG based on digital circuit 
artifacts (metastable event) was presented. However, the 
proposed generator can only be successfully implemented in 
some low-end digital integrated circuits but not in modern 
FPGAs because CMOS circuits in modern FPGAs are so 
fast that the probability of a metastable event occurring in 
any gate in the FPGAs is very small [6].  

In this paper, we present a FPGA-based high-speed 
TRNG which can be effectively implemented in FPGA. The 
proposed framework, together with discussions on the 
choice of system components and parameters, are given in 
Section 2. They are tested through actual implementation in 
Xilinx Virtex-II Pro FPGA given in Section 3. We discuss 
and conclude our findings in Section 4 and 5. 

II. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE

A.  Random source  
Most FPGAs embed Digital Clock Manager (DCM) 

modules providing a wide range of powerful clock 
management features such as clock-deskew, frequency
synthesis and phase shifting. In frequency synthesis, the 
DCM can generate a wide range of output clock frequencies 
by performing flexible clock multiplication and division of 
an input clock. Since Delay-Locked Loops (DLL) is used in 
the frequency synthesis, jitter in the period of the clock 
generated is inevitable. For example, according to the Xilinx 
FPGA data sheet, if the parameters for the frequency 
synthesis are chosen carefully, we can generate an output 
clock with a large period jitter which can be treated as a 
random source for the generation of random numbers.

B.  Randomness extraction from the DLL-generated clock
jitter 

The basic principle behind our method is to extract the 
randomness from the period jitter of a DLL-generated clock 
synthesized by a DCM in a FPGA. The jitter in the DLL-
generated clock, Fl is exploited by using it to sample an 
accurate high-frequency reference clock, Fh. 

 Since the duty cycle of Fh may not be 50%, Fh will have 
unequal probability of being zero and one, leading the 
output random bit stream to be biased to either zero or one. 
Besides, if period jitter in Fl is not large enough (compared 
to the period of Fh), there will be correlation between the 
sampled bits and so the output random bit stream can be 
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predicted to some extent from its previous bits. To remove 
the biases and correlation in the output, different kinds of 
de-skewing techniques such as parity filter, Von Neumann 
de-skew filter and strong mixing functions can be used [7]. 

1) Parity filter: Suppose the ratio of ones to zeros of the 
output bit stream is 0.5 + e : 0.5 – e. By passing the bit 
stream through a N-tap parity filter, the ratio can be reduced 
to: 

1/2 * [1 + (2e)N] : 1/2 * [1 – (2e)N].         (1) 

2) Von Neumann filter:  The filter can completely 
eliminate any bias in a bit stream at the expense of taking an 
indeterminate number of input bits for any particular desired 
number of output bits. Moreover, if bits in the bit stream are 
correlated, the filter will perform badly and a bit pattern 
with successive alternate one and zero will dominate the 
output bit stream. Thus, we chose not to use Von Neumann 
filter in our TRNG design. 

3) Strong fixing function:  By using a strong mixing 
function which mixes input bits to produce a smaller 
number of output bits, the randomness of the output bit 
stream can be much improved. There are a lot of strong 
fixing functions such as DES, SHA, MD2, MD4 and MD5. 
In our proposal, we choose MD5 as it is commonly used in 
many cryptographic algorithms implying that the 
implementation cost for this function can be shared among 
other modules implemented in the FPGA. 

III. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

The proposed TRNG was synthesized and implemented 
using Xilinx ISE 8.1i software development tool. The FPGA 
platform used was a Xilinx HW-AFX-FF1152-300 FPGA 
Development Board which consists of a Vertex II Pro 
XC2VP20-5 FPGA. A ChipScopePro 8.1.03i software tool 
was used for probing signals in the FPGA during testing. 

A.  DLL-generated clock, Fl

One of the eight DCM modules in the XC2VP20-5 FPGA 
was used to generate Fl. Input clock to the DCM module is a 
25MHz clock which was generated from an external 
oscillator of 50MHz. The multiplier and divisor of the DCM 
module were chosen to be 31 and 32 respectively so that Fl

has the largest period jitter (peak-to-peak period jitter = 
2.66ns) that can be generated by the DCM module. The 
frequency of Fl is 25MHz * 31 / 32 = 24.22MHz. Figure 1 
shows the schematic for the generation of Fl. 

External Clock            Fl 

(50MHz)           (24.22MHz)

Figure 1. Generation of Fl 

B.  Measurement of period jitter of Fl

In the FPGA board, the system clock is set to 270MHz 
which is the fastest clock signal in the board. We used this 
system clock as Fh for the measurement of period jitter of Fl

and also for the generation of the random bit stream, R. 
Since Fh / Fl = 270 / 25 / 31 * 32 = 1728 / 155, 155 cycles of 
Fl has the same length as 1728 cycles of Fh. Hence, we used 
every 155th rising edge of Fl to latch a counter which was 
clocked by Fh to measure the period jitter of Fl and the 
results are shown in Table 1. 

C. Generation of random bit stream, R 
The system clock, Fh was sampled by the rising edge of Fl

to form a random bit stream, R. Figure 2 shows the 
schematic of the sampler. 

Upon examining R, it was found that R is heavily biased 
with ratio of ones to zeros equal to 0.32 : 0.68 and bits in R 
are highly correlated. To improve the randomness of R, de-
skewing was employed. 

D.  De-skewing of R 
We used circuit as shown in Figure 3 to de-skew R. 

1) Parity filter: We passed R through parity filters with 
different number of taps, T and measured the skewness in 
the output bit stream, Rp. Results of the measurement 
together with the theoretical estimation based on (1) are 
tabulated in Table 2. 

The large discrepancies between the theoretical estimation 
and the measured results are caused by the correlation of 
bits in R.  

2) Strong mixing function: We implemented a MD5 
module in the FPGA [8] to improve the randomness in the 
output random bit stream. The MD5 module takes M x 128 
bits of Rp to form 128 bits of Rd where M is the compression 
rate. 

Table 1. Distribution of period of Fl
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Figure 2. Sampling Fh by Fl 
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Figure. 3. De-skewing of R 



Table 2. Ratio of ones to zeros in Rp

T Theoretical ratio Measured ratio 
1 0.317 : 0.683 0.317 : 0.683 
2 0.433 : 0.567 0.491 : 0.509 
4 0.491 : 0.509 0.480 : 0.520 
8 0.4998 : 0.5002 0.388 : 0.612 

E.  Randomness test suites 

1) NIST test suite: Bit sequences each of size of 10M 
bytes were extracted from Rd formed using different values 
of T and M and fed into the NIST test suite (version 1.8). 
Table 3 summarizes the test results. Using 90% significance 
level, a test has been passed if the P-value is greater than 
0.01. Failed tests are shown in bold. 

2) Diehard test suite: Bit sequences which pass the NIST 
test suite were fed to the Diehard test suite. The test results 
are tabulated in Table 4. Using 95% significance level, a test 
has been passed if the P-value is between 0.0001 and 0.9999. 
Failed tests are shown in bold.  

From the test results, it was found that only the bit stream 
which was generated by a 8-tap parity filter and a MD5 
fixing function of compression rate of 1 and the other one 
which was generated by a 2-tap parity filter and a MD5 
fixing function of compression rate of 2 can pass both the 
NIST and Diehard test suites. 

IV. DISCUSSION

From the measurement results of period of the DLL-
generated clock, Fl shown in Table 1, we proved that there is 
period jitter in Fl. However, owing to the advance in modern 
digital circuit technology, DLL-generate clock is quite 
stable and so the probability of occurrence of period jitter is 
very small (Table 1 shows that probability that period jitter 
is greater than 1 cycle of Fh is about 0.03). Thus, a strong 
mixing function must be used to improve the randomness of 
the output bit stream from the TRNG.  

From the NIST and Diehard test results, a parity filter 
with large number of taps (e.g number of taps > 30) alone 
can be used to ensure the randomness of the output, Rp of 
the TRNG. However, the data rate of Rp will become small 
(< 1Mbps) after using such parity filter. On the other hand, 
using MD5 with high compression rate can also ensure the 
randomness of Rp. However, the larger the compression rate 
of the MD5, the more the implementation cost is required. 

Based on the random test results, we propose to use a 2-
tap parity filter and a MD5 mixing function with 
compression rate of 2 for de-skewing the raw random bit 
stream in our TRNG design. With such configuration, the 
output data rate of the TRNG is 24.22Mbps / 2 / 2 = 
6.05Mbps. Table 5 summarizes the FPGA resource 
requirement of the TRNG under such de-skewing 
configuration.  

Table 3. NIST test results 

Test  P-alue

T=1, 
M=0

T=8, 
M=0

T=1, 
M=1

T=2, 
M=1

T=8, 
M=1

T=1, 
M=2

T=2, 
M=2

Frequency 0.0000 0.0000 0.1002 0.6789 0.8556 0.4473 0.7010

Block frequency 0.0000 0.0000 0.1488 0.7607 0.7762 0.6932 0.2761

CuSum-Forward 0.0000 0.0000 0.1295 0.9205 0.6802 0.5090 0.3297

CuSum-Reverse 0.0000 0.0000 0.1644 0.9307 0.5180 0.5164 0.6247

Runs 0.0000 0.0000 0.8488 0.8011 0.7429 0.3090 0.1192

Long Runs 0.0000 0.0000 0.2515 0.9447 0.9129 0.4209 0.5551

Rank 0.0000 0.0265 0.6542 0.7714 0.5491 0.2409 0.3869

DFFT 0.0000 0.0000 0.2913 0.1989 0.3399 0.4855 0.0913

Universal 0.0000 0.0000 0.8182 0.5429 0.7047 0.4090 0.2116

Approx. Entropy 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.8079 0.1932 0.9832 0.9858

Serial1 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.3160 0.4555 0.1643 0.9047

Serial2 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.5324 0.5120 0.3826 0.4783

Linear complexity 0.6552 0.2131 0.1123 0.0899 0.9702 0.7316 0.2870

Table 4. Diehard test results 

Test  P-value

 T=2, M=1 T=8, M=1 T=1, M=2 T=2, M=2

Birthday spacings 0.5468 0.3698 0.1170 0.7544

Overlapping 5-
permutation 

0.7081 0.4466 0.5954 0.2765

Binary rank (31x31) 0.3917 0.7696 0.8395 0.3727

Binary rank (32x32) 0.9890 0.7108 0.6818 0.6078

Binary rank (6x8) 0.8859 0.6837 0.0540 0.1742

Bistream 1.0000 0.0029 1.0000 0.0268

OPSO 1.0000 0.7828 1.0000 0.0045

OQSO 1.0000 0.1168 1.0000 0.0476

DNA 0.3098 0.7799 0.0501 0.0117

Stream count-the-1 0.9977 0.1397 0.9981 0.7030

Byte count-the-1 0.0212 0.6387 0.6769 0.9912

Parkting lot 0.5201 0.0517 0.3745 0.4114

Min. distance 1.0000 0.0196 1.0000 0.4374

3D spheres 0.6350 0.4165 0.9424 0.3968

Squeeze 0.7088 0.0255 0.1863 0.0973

Overlapping sums 0.5779 0.8013 0.1991 0.5795

Runs up 0.0239 0.2279 0.3629 0.5998

Runs down 0.9794 0.4090 0.5066 0.0254

Craps 0.7242 0.8749 0.3689 0.4931

Table 5. Implementation summary 

Module
DCM  
(% XC2VP20)

Slices  
(% XC2VP20)

BRAM  
(% XC2VP20)

TRNG 1 (12.5%) 8 (0%) 0 (0%)
MD5 0 (0%) 478 (5%) 1 (1%)



V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a high-speed and cost-effective FPGA-based 
TRNG was presented. The implementation results indicate 
that the proposed TRNG can generate high-speed 
(6.05Mbps) and high-quality (passes both NIST and Diehard 
tests) random bit stream using only small amount of 
resource in the FPGA. Such TRNG can be used as a library 
core for other cryptographic algorithms and applications 
implemented in the FPGA. Further research can concentrate 
on built-in tamper resistance and randomness test 
implemented in the FPGA with a view to ensuring the 
TRNG output has not failed and been tampered with. 
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